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Operator Manual SmartCeph v. 3.0 Rev. 11/2001 This manual is drawn by the original version in Italian



The CE symbol ensures that the product here in specified meets the provisions of European Council Directive 93/42 EEC concerning medical devices. The distributor (according to the 93/42/CEE European Directive) is Dentsply Italia S.r.l. – Divisione Gendex, Cusano Milanino, Milano ,Italia The Manufacturer (according to the 93/42/CEE European Directive) is Microlab di A. M. Vannella – Vimercate – Milano -Italy



This publication can only be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, or translated into any human or computer language with the written consent of the copyright holder. SmartCeph® is a recorded mark of the Microlab, VixWin is a mark of Dentsply International, Microsoft®, Windows95®, Windows98®, WindowsNT®, Windows2000®, Windows XP are marks recorded Microsoft Corp.
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SmartCeph (program) Foreword The term program shall be understood as all the information legible by the computer on the magnetic supports, the user documentation and any other relative support. The transfer of the program from the original disks to the Client’s computer implies the acceptance of the terms contained in this Agreement. 1) Ownership The program is owned by Manufacturer and is protected by Italian and international copyright laws. The Client is invited to handle the program as any other material protected by copyright (e.g. books, music disks, etc.) 2) Client's rights The purchased program is a "single user" version, unless the multi-user version is purchased. The Client has the right to use only one copy of the enclosed program on a single computer (a single CPU). The Client cannot install the program on a computer network or use it simultaneously on several computers. 3) Restrictions in use The Client cannot lease or in any way lend the program, but can transfer it in a definite way (e.g. by means of regular sale) upon the condition that no copy is kept and the purchaser accepts the conditions of this Agreement. The Client cannot convert, decode, decompile or disassemble the program. 4) Limited Warranty The program is expressly connected to the user license in the condition in which it is found. If any material or magnetic support should prove to be damaged upon purchase it may be returned for substitution within 30 days from the purchasing date. This warranty is not valid in the case that the program malfunction is caused by accident, improper use or incorrect application. The above warranties, within the limits of the law, are in lieu of any other warranty of good quality and fitness for a particular purpose. In no case shall Manufacturer be responsible towards the Client for any damage, including loss of business profits, losses or any direct or indirect damage derived by the use of the program by the Client or by his impossibility to use it, even when Manufacturer has been informed about the possibility of such damages.
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INTRODUCTION Introduction to the use of the cephalometry program SmartCeph General notes and recommendations SmartCeph is a program written with the purpose of giving a precise, fast and flexible instrument to the Orthodontist for the execution of cephalometric tracings by means of the personal computer and of some standard peripherals such as graphic tablet, printer, plotter, flat-bed scanner complete with color or black and white slide kit and videocamera. SmartCeph uses at the same time the mouse and the graphic tablet, the first to point to the Windows application functions, the second for the tracing functions of the anatomical profiles and for the insertion of references (the latter function also performed by the mouse for editing operations of already inserted tracings) beside the provision for direct execution of the tracing from an x-ray image taken by a scanner or telecamera and imported in the work application window. The User can indifferently use standard opaque or transparent rear lighted graphic tablets provided they are compatible with Summagraphics® MM1212 series. While for the images a flat-bed scanner can be used with slide kit (rearlighted cover) with a minimum resolution of 300x300 dpi 256 gray scales or 16 million colors, or an acquisition system by means of a commercial telecamera possibly using cards of the Movie Machine and Screen Machine series by Fast Electronics®, being already programmed within the application and therefore certainly successful even if any card compatible with Windows MCI is potentially suitable for to the abovementioned purpose.
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To transfer an cephalometric image acquired with VixWin32 to perform the following operations: · Open the program SmartCeph and to reduce to icon with the special button (1° in the right superior angle of the window of SmartCeph); · Open VixWin32 and to load an image cefalometrica of the selected patient; · Select from the menù Orchestrates the option " Cefalometria "; · After this the software SmartCeph will be visualized to video, to introduce the in demand data (ortodontist, notes) and click OK; · Click on the icon of the toolbar of SmartCeph to the left of I screen with an x-ray image (9° beginning from the tall one) to visualize the radiography; · make the calibration of the image giving the dimensions " width " and " height " or a measured distance on the radiogram (with a ruler if you has been acquired with a scanner) or previously in VixWin32 with the tools of measurement. To this I aim you/he/she can be started to perform the layout selecting the button pen to effect the scontornamento of the anatomical profiles and subsequently operating the icon of the points of repere. Integration in VixWin2000: For the consumers in possession of VixWin2000 to make reference to the manual Dentsply Division Gendex, for a general description of the function denominated plug-in: the specific formulations for the automatic integration with SmartCeph are the followings: · to train the transfer of the images and the texts; · Use the key skims through for selecting the program Smtceph.exe; · Add in tail to the line programs the parameter " -nosplash "; · In the line " name " to write " SmartCeph ". · It will be therefore possible to perform a layout selecting from VixWin a radiography and pressing the button related to SmartCeph: if the image is already calibrated in VixWin, some following calibration won't be required.
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Basic system configuration • • • • • • • • • •



Personal Computer Pentium 200 Mhz or higher RAM 32 Mb HD of 6,4 Mb minimum S-VGA Monitor 1024 x 768 S-VGA Card 1024 x 768 256 colors Mouse



Graphic tablet (Summagraphics ® compatible) Printer or Plotter (anyone supported by Windows ®) MS-DOS® 6.XX MS-Windows95® or higher



Recommended system configuration



• • • • • • • • •



Personal Computer Pentium III 500 MHz or higher



•



MS-Windows98® or higher



RAM 64 Mb HD of 10 GB S-VGA Monitor 1024 x 768 S-VGA Card 1024 x 768 32,000 colors Mouse Printer (anyone supported by Windows®) Plotter supported by Windows Flat-bed scanner 600 Dpi with rear lighted cover
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SmartCeph installation



Insert the protection key provided in the parallel port (printer port). If the printer is connected, turn if off, unplug the cable, insert the key, tighten the fixing screws and reconnect the printer cable. Insert the program CD-ROM in the cd-drive, it starts in auto run mode. If it doesn’t start in auto run mode, then double click on setup.exe from Windows explorer. Follow the messages carefully on the screen and pay attention to the port selection (COM-1 or COM-2) for the connection of the graphic tablet. For the systems supplied with mouse entry type PS/2 it is possible to use the port COM-1 as the serial port for the graphic tablet. The installation program will insert icon in the group of applications Gendex.
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Preliminary operations



1. Set Windows at 800x600 or 1024x768 (recommended resolutions with a 17" monitor) 2. If the graphic tablet exists, connect it on a serial port (Com-1 or Com-2). Com-1 can be used if the mouse is connected to port PS/2 3. Connect the protection key to a parallel port (the port is reusable by connecting a printer to the key) 4. Verify and, if necessary, insert the proper mean values in the installed applications (see chapter on customizing) In case of difficulties send your problems to the technical assistance of the Dentsply Gendex Dentsply Italia S.r.l. – Divisione Gendex Via Manzoni, 44 – 20095 Cusano Milanino (MI) [email protected] www.dentsply.it tel. +39 02 618008.1 fax +39 02 618008.209
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Quick guide to the use of SmartCeph SmartCeph is activated by double clicking the icon on the desktop of Windows or in the programs group "Gendex Imaging". As the introductory window appears click the mouse inside it to access the menu. SmartCeph, like most of the programs written for Windows, counts with pull-down menus for the access to the program functions and with a toolbar for the activation of the devices for the tracing construction etc. as we will see later. SmartCeph main window
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Menus description File Menu Used to enter a new trace Opens active patient trace file Saves current trace Saves trace as… Removes trace from trace file



Opens patient file Opens patient image folder Opens choice of methods Selects scanner for acquisition Sets password for access to SmartCeph



Sets the default printer Prints calculation tables (measurements and diagnoses) Prints trace Copies image of work area to clipboard Exits from SmartCeph
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Tracing Menu Calculates derivative references Open Templates windows Save new template Traces with the pen Inserts test in the tracing Activates the eraser Move the selected object Rotate the selected object Scale the selected object Displays the fundamental references list Displays the derivative references list (calculated) Activates Groups/Strucrtures Freeze Groups/Strucrtures Activates the tracings superimposition
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Tools Menu Opens the mean value window Enables goniometer Enables measurement of distance between two references Enables measurement of distance between plane and reference Enables moving rulers Resets X-ray image Applies interpolation filter to compressed image Rotates acquired image by 90°-180° Negative of image Regulates image brightness/contrast Equalizes image Log./Linearizes image Cancels all treatments Displays image in 1:1 format Displays whole image in work area x2, x3, x4, x5 enlargements



F The zoom refers to the monitor image not to the real one. This option is convenient to insert the references with the mouse.
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View Menu Views measures table Views x-ray image Views layers (grid, etc.)



Utility Menu Sets up data base path and graphic tablet Adds external applications Opens plane and point viewing preferences window Selectslocal language *Starts Windows calculator *Starts WordPad



*The above-mentioned applications have been introduced as example; after SmartCeph installation they are not present in the Utility menu.
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Toolbar



Pen. Used to follow a contour with a continuous line or in segments, choosing the thin or thick line, with hard or soft profile. Bézier. Used to follow a contour using self-modelling Bézier curves and their modification. Activate Ricketts and Steiner Template.



Text. Used to enter local comments at the selected point Tools for deleting, rotating, translating and resizing anatomical structures. Additional measuring tools.



References. Activates the list of fundamental and derivative references. Enables / disables display of references on the trace.



Enables / disables display of X ray. Enables / disables grid. Views measurement table.



Selects trace superimposed.



Enables magnifying glass



F The tool bar is only active if a trace has been opened. The tools are selected by clicking on them with the left mouse button. 18
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Description of the subtoolbars Pen



Thick green pen (soft profile) Thin green pen (soft profile) Thick black pen (bony structures) Thin black pen (bony structures)



BEZIER Curves



Model Bézier curve Thick green pen (soft profile) Thin green pen (soft profile) Thick black pen (bony structures) Thin black pen (bony structures)
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Deleting and moving tools



Enlarge/shrink image Rotate selected profile Move selected profile Delete selected structure



Additional measuring tools



Moving rulers Minimum point/plane Minimum point/point Angle between two planes
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Zoom



Select Zoom values Show entire trace on screen
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The pen works by moving the cursor on the graphic tablet or by moving the mouse if the videographic x-ray image is present. When the key one is kept pressed (or zero: depending on the tablet), without releasing it, the continuous line mode is activated; when this key is released, it activates the segmented line mode to insert a segmented-continuous line. When the key two (or one) of the cursor is pressed, it activates the line up to the last inserted point, which becomes a vector. During the erasing phase with the eraser, by pressing the mouse button on the initial yellow point of the vector the point will change color to indicate the selected line. When the button is released, the selected line will be definitively erased. The references icon activates the list of references of the current method which can be viewed in relative window on the right side of the monitor, while the derivative references icon serves for displaying, alternately in the same window, the list of the derivative references calculated with the option "Recalculate" from the TRACING menu. The calculated references can be successively manipulated by the User, that is arbitrarily positioned in other anatomical positions, but if the "Recalculate" option is reactivated they will be repositioned in function to the fundamental references from which they derive. The measuring instruments icon is needed to activate the rulers and goniometer to make distance and angle calculations in addition to the method. The calculated values are displayed in the SmartCeph dedicated calculator window (on the right bottom of the monitor) and will be printed with the measurements list. The additional calculated values can be used by the dedicated calculator to perform additional operations (e.g. add two distances, or divide them, etc.). In order to be able to perform such measurements, point the mouse in the calculator window, select the first value, select the operation, select 22
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the second value and to obtain the result press the "=" key. The angle and distance measurements are performed by positioning the E on the reference or on the plane which changes color, press the mouse key then select the second entity (plane or reference) with E and press the mouse key. The rulers icon allows to drag with E the ruler to the desired point after having hooked it in the center. By hooking the extremities is possible to elongate, shorten or rotate the ruler. After positioning the rulers in the desired points, you can obtain in real time a series of measurements which can be viewed in the status line. The Text icon is needed to insert free text lines in desired points of the tracing. After selecting the position with the mouse, the dialog box opens with a 38 character line for the insertion of a free text which is saved along with the tracing. For the cancellation use the eraser. The icon with the face is used to activate/disactivate the viewing of the x-ray image when present, in order to clarify the tracing viewing. The Layer icon is activated when the method provides such viewing mode as in the Cervera's method case. Pressing the icon activates/disactivates the view. The icon tracing superimposition is activated when Superimposition is selected from the Tracing menu. The superimposition function will be described in detail in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 1 1.1 Personal data file The SmartCeph personal data file contains all the patient management data (name, address, sex, age, etc..) to which the performed cephalometric tracings and any additional information such as images and models are connected. An exclusive personal data card is assigned to each patient, easily tracked by the search function. The data contained in the card are essential for correct management. For example, the date of birth field is essential for calculation of the patient’s age, useful in some methods for the output of a correct diagnosis. If possible, insert all the requested information into the personal data card, you will have a complete and efficient file. The following card is an example.



The personal data file is accessible from the menu File by selecting 24
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Patient file or by clicking with the mouse in the patient data window in the SmartCeph main window. By means of the keys in the card you can search, add, change and delete a patient file. The keys ≤ and ≥ are needed to browse the file back and forward. If you activate one of the keys Add, Change or Delete and you want to cancel the operation, press the key Cancel to reset the card without saving any change. In order to be saved any add and change operation must be followed by the Ok key. To exit the personal data card press the Ok key. The patient personal data and age are viewed in the SmartCeph main window in the space Patient Data, together with the selected method and the x-ray date. 1.2 Cephalometric tracings file Each patient is assigned folders organized on hard disk as subdirectories called P0, P1 .... Pn, each one of which contains the performed tracings up to a maximum of 4,096. The tracings are viewed in a chronological list. They can be found by the x-ray date, by the orthodontist name and by the notes. Such data are inserted when the item New tracing is selected from the menu File in the dialog window as shown in the following picture. The window of the tracings list is titled with the name of the patient being screened. At this stage it is possible to change the patient by pressing the key that directly activates the personal data file from which to choose a different patient. It is also possible to cancel a tracing by positioning the cursor in the list and pressing relative key. This operation must be performed carefully because the deletion is irreversible, it does not affect the active tracing. 25
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From the menu File it is possible to save, delete and print a tracing as we will see later on.
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CHAPTER 2 2.0 Execution of a cephalometric tracing 1) After selecting New tracing from the menu File and filling out the fields in the window, as described above, for the insertion of the preliminary data shall appear. If at this stage you press the key [Image] you will need to insert the search path to insert the previously acquired image 2) If you are to acquire the image from a telecamera, press the [Telecamera] key and the VidCap32 or MCI object window will be displayed, as shown in the figure below, with the image in the central part of the window. Using the keys described in the figure above, proceed to acquire the image. You will notice that the acquired image is converted into grey tones. 3) If you have a scanner with a backlit cover, you can acquire an



Acquisition image Acquisition full motion



Acquisition single frame



X-ray image, taking care to orient it correctly. In addition, as SmartCeph has no image regulating tools, regulate it in the 27
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scanner’s acquisition module. Having completed the acquisition procedure, if the image does not appear in the SmartCeph work window, press the button with the face on the toolbar to display it. Now proceed to calibrate the image as described below. 4) Or you can take the image from the Patient Images folder by pressing the button … When the image folder appears, select one image by clicking on it and then pressing OK.



5) When the name of the image appears, press OK and carry out the image calibration procedure by selecting the button (recommended method)



To effect a measure on the radiogram (p.es. the distance between Go and Me) and to make click on the correspondents anatomical points (Fig.15) so that viasualizzare the segment of calibrazione and therefore to insert the value in mm of the effected measure (Fig. 16).



Fig. 15 28
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Fig.16
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The profiles may now be placed directly on the image shown on the screen, using the mouse. Having selected the pen button on the toolbar, insert the profile in points by clicking in the desired position with the mouse, so as to obtain a discontinuous line the precision of which will be directly proportional to the number of points inserted. Otherwise, it may be rounded with a continuous line, by holding down the first mouse button (normally the first on the left but if the mouse has been set for use by a left-hander, the first on the right). To confirm the profile inserted, click the right mouse button, otherwise you will lose what you have inserted if you select another function from the toolbar, or you will obtain a linking segment between the previous profile and another that you are about to round. We recommend the use of at least the 2x zoom while rounding the profile on the screen, to improve the quality of the profile and the precision of the rounding. while if you press the key [Ok] the dialog window in Fig. 14 will appear because in this way you have communicated to the program that the tracing must be transferred as graphic tablet. Position the xray on the graphic tablet as shown in the picture and fix it to the plane. The radiogram must be oriented in such a way that the patient nose lays on the right side of the tablet.
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Graphic Tablet Sensible area Summagraphics



Top rigth corner Cursor



X-Ray position Bottom left corner



Fig. 17 Press the cursor key 1 (see the following picture for the typical keys layout) by the left upper corner of the x-ray and then press with the mouse the key Ok by the right lower corner as shown in the picture. From the toolbar activate the pen icon with the mouse, then proceed to the acquisition of the profile following the profile of the required parts with the cursor pointer of the graphic tablet.



Fig. 18
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The profiles can be acquired using the continuous line key 1 technique, obtainable by key 4 running over the x-ray key 2 key 3 keeping the key 1 of the cursor pressed, or the discontinuous line technique by releasing the key and pressing where the change in direction begins. In this way it is possible to quickly and accurately insert the lines; the two techniques (continuous and discontinuous) allow the insertion of curves and straight lines. At the end of the acquisition of a single profile, press the cursor key 2, to save it and continue with the acquisition of another profile until the completion of the entire tracing. In the case of an error it is possible to delete a single line by activating the instrument eraser with the mouse. During this phase all the lines are marked by a starting box, where you have to position the eraser to cancel. The erasing takes effect when, after selecting with the mouse the box of the relative profile (highlighted in blue), you press the mouse button. It is suggested to acquire the profiles in a way where it is possible to recognize individual anatomical structures (jaw, cranial base, orbit, nose and frontal bones, teeth, etc.) for easier modification and corrections of the them. Tablet's cursor



P.S. Also the image acquired with the scanner or camera must be oriented with the nose toward the right of the monitor.
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2.1 Entering a profile using Bézier curves Another way of contour clippingoffered by SmartCeph is represented by the Bézier curves, a powerful graphic modelling system based on the entry of few fundamental points that describe the curve. The method is completely different from the one described in the previous section, in that the continuous line contour clipping is no longer available while contour clipping based on points remains but now the curve is calculated by the Bézier algorithm using a limited number of points and not a large number of points on the polygonal line. This new function could completely replace the previous one and proves extremely adaptable to any subsequent modification of the curve, which is not the case with the normal pen described in section 2.1. The profiles drawn in this way can be modelled simply by moving one of the entry points of the curve, or by stretching or rotating the endpoints of one of the tangents describing the curve. This function may help to modify the shape, for example, of soft profiles to simulate variations after growth. To insert a profile with Bézier, select a pen (thin or thick, black or green) then enter the points on the curves and at the end click the right mouse button. To modify the curve, select the tool from the toolbar, enlarge the X ray image as required and click once on the entry point of a curve or one of the endpoints of the tangent of the curve, move the mouse smoothly and observe the changes, and then click the main mouse button once and, to confirm the modified curve, click once at any position outside the selected profile. Remember that the right mouse button undoes the last operation performed. Practise on a profile to familiarize yourself with the powerful and intuitive Bézier modelling function. This is an example of a Bézier curve in which the modelling method has been activated and can be recognized by the presence of the tangents indicated by dotted red lines.
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Using Templates



The templates already present in the program may be used to insert profiles. They refer mainly to the Ricketts and Steiner template. To take an anatomical structure from the templates file, press the button on the toolbar and select the desired object from the window that appears, then press [OK], position the object as required and press button 1 of the mouse to release it. Use the shift, rotation and resizing functions to position the object as required. How to shift, rotate and resize objects • • • • •



Select one of the three functions described above (yellow dots will appear on the original points of the structures present on the screen); Move the mouse cursor onto the structure concerned into contact with the yellow dot (the structure will turn blue); Select the structure by clicking button 1 of the mouse; Move or resize the object as required; Press button 1 of the mouse to confirm the operation.



For further details on the use of templates, see the Templates chapter. Rotation



Traslation



Sizing



2.3 Insertion of the anatomical references Proceed with the insertion of the anatomical references by activating the references icon from the toolbar. Make sure that the selected method is activated. The selection is made from the menu File, Select Methods and when the dialog box disappears choose the method with the mouse by clicking on relative line 35
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as shown in Fig. 19.



Fig. 19 The proper list will show the references that belong to the selected method. Move on the radiogram and with the cursor insert the anatomic points in the order in which they are presented. The list is incremented automatically and to modify the position of an anatomic point select with the mouse the reference abbreviation in the list and proceed with the insertion. Insert the desired points (it is not necessary to insert all of them) by correctly positioning the cursor on the radiogram and pressing the key 1 of the cursor. The inserted points will appear in the list along with the pen symbol on the side. The more accurate the insertion of the lines and anatomical points, the greater is the accuracy of the tracing. To improve the accuracy of the 36
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anatomical points insertion on the x-ray image using the mouse, magnification by a factor of 2 or more is recommended. Using the magnifier in the preview window press the left mouse button in the square and keeping it pressed, move on the anatomic zone where the insertion is to take place. 2.4 View settings During the references and tracing insertion it is possible to activate/disactivate, from the custom dialog window, the viewing of the references abbreviations, the viewing of the planes and associated abbreviations, the automatic recalculation and the acoustic signal. For an immediate check it is suggested to use the viewing of the points and abbreviations during the insertion. The activated acoustic signal is to alert about the insertion of anatomical references or to signal an input on the tablet so that the operator is continuously obliged to look alternately at the tablet and the monitor. 2.5 Values calculation and printing of the results During and at the end of the data insertion it is possible to view the measures list and the corresponding diagnostics by pressing on the toolbar the proper icon. During this phase if a printing is desired, move on the menu File and activate the option Print calculation. In the same way it is possible to print the tracing. Before printing, from the menu Utility select the option Preferences and when the dialog window appears choose to view the segments and in the section View planes select "Do not view planes" in order to obtain a more orderly representation of the tracing. The tracing printing, in any case, will 37
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print everything which is currently displayed on the screen. If you have connected more than a printer (e.g. the plotter and a deskjet or laser printer etc.) select the appropriate printer (e.g. a plotter for the tracing and a deskjet or laser printer etc. for the values) from the "Print" window by pressing the key [Set ..].



Fig. 20 Pressing of the Set key causes opening of the window for the selection of the printer by clicking on relative combobox. To access the other printers installed, press the down arrow key in the combobox, then, use to the mouse to select the required line and click on [OK], then again click on [OK] in the Select Printer window to start the printing. It is possible to make several tracings on the same profile by saving the tracing and selecting a new method. The selection of a new method will cause the previously inserted data to disappear while the 38
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profile will remain on the screen. Insert the selected method points and at the end save from the menu File, with Save as .. To make a tracing directly on a x-ray image, insert the anatomical points on the concerned anatomical structures. If the image is not clear, use the mode zoom from the view menu. At the end of the drawing, if you need to print, remember to make the manual rounding of the profiles in order to obtain a clear tracing presentation. In any case some methods need the presence of the anatomical structure borders in order to make correct calculations (e.g. in the Ricketts' method if the jaw line is not inserted the point Xi can not be correctly calculated). 2.6 Printing Values in Text Format If you wish to print the object converting it into a text file, for example, if you wish to add foot notes to the results page, a preliminary operation must be performed, by setting the Generic/Text only printer for printing to a file as follows: § Double click on the “My Computer” icon on the Windows desktop; § Select the Printers file and open it: icons representing the printers installed will appear on the screen; § Select “Add Printer”; § Click on the “Next” button until a dialog box prompting you to select a printer appears on the screen; § Select the “Generic” printer (in the window on the left) and “generic / text only” (in the one on the right) and click on “Next”; § Select the “FILE: create a file on disk” printer port and click on the “Next” button;
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The printer that you have just selected will be added to the group of printer icons, close all windows to return to SmartCeph.



Printing text to a file Having created a tracing, select the Print calculation item from the File menu. The printer dialog box will appear on the screen. Press the “Set” key and the “Set Printer” dialog box will appear. Select the “Generic / text only to FILE” item from the combo box located under “specific printer” and press “OK” to return to the “Print” dialog box. Enable the “Print to file” box situated in the bottom left-hand corner and confirm by pressing “OK”. The “Print to file” dialog box will appear on the screen. Replace the asterisk (*) in “File name” with the name to be assigned, e.g. the initials of the patient in question, (the name must not be more than 8 characters long), select the destination of the file in “Folders”, and press “OK”. The file will be saved with the extension .prn in the folder chosen. Opening a previously saved file Without exiting from SmartCeph, select “MS Write” from the “Utility” menu, and the corresponding word processing program will be run. From the “File” menu, select “Open” and choose the path where the file has been saved, set the File Type to “All files”, confirm the file opening operation and edit as required (if you wish to keep the changes, save the file again).
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CHAPTER 3 3.0 Consultation of the performed tracings After filing the tracings it can be useful to consult them later on and make the necessary changes, if any. Remember that in order to call the tracings in a folder from the menu File you must select Open tracing and when the list is opened select using relative key, if requested, the patient followed by desired tracing in the list. By means of the magnifier it can be useful to magnify the tracing and the associated radiogram (if present), especially if you need to change the inserted points. If the tracing has been inserted by the graphic table, since it is impossible to position the radiogram in the same position in which the tracing was made, by magnifying the image to scale 1:1 we obtain on the monitor the equivalent resolution to the one on the graphic tablet. In this condition the possibility of error is reduced to a minimum and the displacement leads to a negligible error. Obviously other zooms can be used, provided you remember that the smaller the magnification the greater the error. During the zoom stage in the preview window a square appears with a size inversely proportional to the magnification: it represents the work window dimension with respect to the real scale. As already mentioned, when the tool-box has been illustrated, by positioning the mouse within the magnifier square and dragging by keeping the left button pressed we will obtain the displacement of the magnified zone in the working area.
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During the zoom phase it is possible to insert references and tracing parts. The cursor movement speed increases with the increasing of the zoom level due to the reduction of the movement space. For this reason before moving the cursor it is useful to slowly spot the zone. The option Normal allows the resetting of the image on the screen. During the loading of a tracing, if several cephalometries are associated with it, the dialog box along with the selection list will be shown. This is due to the fact that several cephalometries can be associated with a tracing.



Fig. 21 3.1 Utility The menu Utility allows the activation of applications external to SmartCeph. By selecting Applications it is possible to insert up to 10 external applications. 42
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To configure the desired applications select the option Applications.. and at the appearance of the dialog-box Fig. 23 select Add to insert new applications, Change to change an already inserted application and Delete to cancel an application from the menu Utility. In Fig. 23 is shown a typical command line.



Fig. 22 Press the key [Add] to insert a new application: in the dialog box shown in Fig. 23 the command line to activate a new application from the menu Utility has been inserted.
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Fig. 23



From the menu Utility select Preferences in order to modify the tracing view mode as shown in the following pictures: View option window



Fig. 24 From the view option window you can choose the modes which best suit your own needs. For example it is possible to view the references with and without abbreviation; the same is true for the segments or 44
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for the planes. The latter ones will be viewed as straight lines crossed only by the borders of the work window. If on the other hand you choose not to view the planes but to view the segments, they will be viewed by means of segments delimited by the anatomical points. The two check-buttons are used to activate and disactivate the automatic recalculation of the derivative references and planes and for the activation of the sound (beep) to alert about data input. The figures below show some of the viewing modes described.
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Example N.1 (Planes view, without segments)
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Example N. 2 (Segments view, without planes)
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Fig. 25



Fig. 26



As you can see from the pictures it is possible to customize the view modes in various ways. 48
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3.3 Customizing normal values and standard deviations The tool menu includes the Mean values item, which is used to edit and enter the mean or normal values of the methods, already present since installation. To change a value, point at the row concerned with the mouse, change the value and click again on the row in the list to copy the new values and then save.
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CHAPTER 4 4. Tracings superimposition SmartCeph allows the superimposition of two tracings belonging to the same patient. The superimposition criterion is based on the following rules: a) the tracing can be superimposed based on one or more references and a plane, defined within the method; b) the superimposed tracing is selected only between those made more recently than the one taken as starting reference; c) the reference tracing (initially loaded) is viewed in light gray so that it is not confused with the superimposed tracing. 4.1 Insertion of a tracing to be superimposed After loading from the tracing folder the tracing to be used as starting reference, select the option Superimposition from the menu Tracing, the window with the tracing list satisfying the above conditions (if available) will open. Select from the list one of the available tracings and press [OK]. The tracing will be loaded and superimposed onto the existing one which will assume a background color. We will than view two tracings and on the tool-box the superimposition key with the number "1" superimposed over the number "2" will be activated. By pressing in sequence such key it will be possible to view the tracings singularly or superimposed.
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Fig. 27-28
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To view the results press the appropriate key. The calculated values list will represent the measurements of angles and distances of the two tracings: in the first column the reference tracing, in the second column the superimposed tracing and in the third column the differential values.



Fig. 30
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CHAPTER 5 5. Templates 5.1



Viewing the Templates



To view the templates already present in the program, select the “Templates” icon or the corresponding item on the Tracing menu. The window shown below will appear on the screen.



The title bar contains the name of the template selected, the “Delete” button may be used to delete an object, the “Cancel” button may be used to close the window without making any selection and the “OK” button may be used to close the window and view the selected object. The scroll bar on the side may be used to move the display area upwards or downwards.
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Creating a New Template • • • •



Using the pen tool, draw the anatomical structure to be saved (e.g. a tooth, an anatomical profile, etc.); Select the “Save template” item from the Tracing menu (yellow dots will appear on the origin of the structures present on the screen); Select the structure to be saved by placing the mouse cursor on it (it will turn blue); Click button 1 of the mouse, enter the name and scale to be associated with the structure in the dialog box that appears and press “OK”.



The new structures created may subsequently be used to speed up the entry of anatomical structures.
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CHAPTER 6 6. Surgical VTO The Surgical VTO may be carried in SmartCeph due to the possibility of moving, sectioning and rotating an anatomical structure belonging to the profile entities (soft tissues, skeletal organs and teeth). To move an anatomical structure, select the rotation or shift icon from the toolbar as described in chapter 5 on templates. The values of the movement in mm or decimal degrees are shown on the status bar (bottom right-hand corner of the screen). To section an anatomical structure, select the “Split entity” item from the “Tracing” menu and the yellow dots indicating the start of the structures will appear. Select the relevant one and two cross axes will appear. The movement of the mouse is dependent upon the shape of the structure to enable the exact point to be identified, so press button 1 of the mouse and a new yellow dot will appear to mark the start of the substructure. Move the substructure as required in the normal way using the tools on the toolbar. The reference points connected to the moved structure must be repositioned before a new diagnostic evaluation may be made.
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CHAPTER 7 7. Normotypes



SmartCeph has traces acquired as “normotypes” useful for some orthodontic methods such as the Cervera technique. In fact, with this method, once the cephalogram has been taken, it is normally compared with the corresponding normotype by superimposition. 7.1 How to use normotypes SmartCeph is already supplied with the Cervera normotypes consisting of 6 traces divided according to sex and age group. Once the trace has been executed using the Cervera technique, select “Normotypes” from the “Trace” menu. SmartCeph will automatically select the normotype corresponding to the sex and age of the patient and will show it on the screen compairing it to the active trace according to the OcC – Vs superimposition criterion, where OcC is the Cervera point and Vs is the vertical passing through it and orthogonal to the OrCo plane. To view the differential values between the two superimposed traces, press the view measurement table button on the SmartCeph toolbar.
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CHAPTER 8 8. Password In view of the new privacy law, a password has been included in SmartCeph to prevent unauthorized users from gaining access to the patients’ clinical data. In this way, only those who know the password may gain access to the data recorded in the program. 8.1 Setting the password Start the program, the window will appear and prompt you for the initial access password, type “microlab” and, once you have entered the program, select the “Set Password” option from the File menu, enter the password on the first line and the new code, which you will be prompted for the next time you start the program on the other two “New Password” lines and confirm by pressing OK. From this moment on, when the program is started, it will prompt you for the password set.



Type old password Type new password Type new password again to confirm



NOTE: If no password is typed and the new password field is left blank, the program will not prompt you to enter any password when it is started. 57
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CHAPTER 9 9. Image folder Each patient has an image folder in which to enter all the images taken for the orthodontic treatment, e.g. the laterolateral X ray of the skull, the posteroanterior X ray, the models, the photos of the patient, etc.



9.1 Entering an image in the folder Select “patient images” from the “File” menu, select the box indicating the type of image to be acquired by clicking on it with the mouse button, select the source of acquisition by pressing the button indicating the type of image source (scanner, file, telecamera or 58
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clipboard), thus activating the image import function.



The image acquired will be displayed in the preselected position. To see it enlarged, click the right mouse button in the window containing the image concerned and, to close it, click on the image opened with the right mouse button. To delete an image, simply select it and press the “Delete” button.
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Error Codes Code FILE01



Cannot open the file



FILE02



Error occurred while loading the method header



FILE03 FILE04



Insufficient memory to create the data structures necessary for the method Error occurred while loading the entities



FILE05



Error occurred while loading the measurements



FILE06



Error occurred while loading the diagnostics



FILE07



Cannot open the normal value file.



FILE08



Error occurred while loading the values



FILE09 FILE0A



Error occurred while assigning a normal entity value Error: the current patient has no cephalometries



FILE0B



FILE0D FILE0E



Error occurred while loading the header of a cephalometry Error occurred while associating entities and measurements of a cephalometry Error occurred while reading the text of a note Insufficient memory to save the c-lines



FILE0F



Error occurred while reading the points of a c-line



FILE10



Error occurred while creating the specified file



FILE11



Error occurred while writing the header of the specified file The maximum number of methods allowed has been reached Error occurred while writing the entities of the cephalometry Error occurred while writing the notes of a trace Error occurred while writing the segments of a trace Error occurred while writing the c-lines of a trace Error occurred while writing the notes of a trace



FILE0C



FILE12 FILE13 FILE14 FILE15 FILE16 FILE17 FILE18 FILE19 FILE1A FILE1B IMG01



Description



Error occurred while loading the image associated with a trace Insufficient memory to load the image associated with the trace being loaded Insufficient memory to load the table of the items of the trace being loaded Insufficient memory to save the current trace. Failed to open the image file, or the file format is not supported.
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Replace the method file with an undamaged copy.



Replace the file with an undamaged one or enter the mean values again.
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IMG02 IMG03



Insufficient memory to load the specified image. Error occurred while loading the image.



IMG04



MDVL01



Insufficient memory to convert the image loaded into grayscaled format. Error occurred while converting the image loaded into gray-scaled format. Error occurred while reading the data of the image of a trace. Error occurred while writing the data of the image of a trace. Error occurred while creating the mean value file.



MDVL02



Error occurred while writing the mean value file.



PRN01 PRN02



Error occurred while opening the abort window. Error occurred while opening the "print job".



PRN03



The user has tried to print a cephalometry without any associated trace. The protective key has not been found.



IMG05 IMG06 IMG07



STRT01 STRT02 STRT03



Error occurred while initializing the graphic tablet driver. Error occurred while initializing the database.



STRT04



Error in RegisterClass().



TBL01



Error in SetTimer().



TRC01



Insufficient memory to optimise the points.
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ESSENTIAL CEPHALOMETRIC POINTS Supra orbital point



Sor, So, SO, SOR



Geometric centre sella turcica



S



Basion



Ba, BA



Nasion



N, Na



Anterior nasal spine



Sna, ANS, SNA, ENA, SpA



Posterior nasal spine



Snp, PNS, SNP, SpP



Condylar point



Pc, PC, AR, Ar



Subspinal point



A, PO, POG, Pog



Pogonion



Pg



Geometric centre synphisis chin cap



D



Menton



Me, ME, M



Anterior occlusal point, premolar



Coa2



Superior incisor apical point



ApIs, API+



Inferior incisor apical point



ApIi, API-



Superior Incisal incisor point



InIs, Is, INS+, IS



Inferior Incisal incisor point



InIi, Ii, INI-, II



Superior vestibule coronal-incisor point



VeIs, 1+



Inferior vestibule coronal-incisor point



VeIi, 1Cf, CF



Cf point
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Posterior occlusal point



Oclp, OCLP



Interadicular molar point



Ir, IR



Gonion



Go, GO



Anterior occlusal point incisor



Coa1, OcLA



Gnation



Gn, GN



Medium cuspidal point of +6+



Cvm, G, CVM



Superior labial point



Ls, LS



Inferior labial point



Li, LI



Pogonion soft tissues



PgC, E



Pterigoideus point



Pt, PT



Orbital point



Or,O



Porion



Po, Pr



Tip of nose



En



Paramedium point



Pm



Condylar centre



Dc, DC



Superior point at nasal pyramid



L



Cuspidal distal point of +6+



Cdm



Mandibular centre



Xi - XI



Medium molar coronal point



Cm, CM



Supramental point



B
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T1



The most posterior projecting point branch mouthing of the mandible



T2



The most lower point border posterior inferior of the mandible



R1



The most deeper point of curve anterior border of mandibular ramus



R3



The most inferior and central point incisure sigma



R2



Point on the posterior border of mandibular ramus



R4



Point on the posterior border of the mandible
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Supraorbital point (Sor) Intersection point on sagittal plane of the roof of the ocular orbit with the exterior contour of the orbit itself Geometric centre of the sella turcica (S) Intersection point on sagittal plane of the horizontal diameter with the vertical diameter of the sella turcica . Basion (Ba) The midpoint, on sagittal plane, of the anterior contour of the foramen occipital magnum (it corresponds, on the teleradiography, to the lowest point of the basilar occipital pyramid). The reperage point is represented by the projection towards the top of the odontoid process of the second cervical vertebra. Nasion (N) The forwarder point, on the sagittal plane, of the frontnasal suture
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Anterior nasal spine (Sna) The most forward anterior point, on the sagittal plane, of the anterior nasal spine.



Posterior nasal spine (Snp) Intersection point, on the sagittal plane, of the hard palate with the anterior contour of the pterygo-maxillary fissure and soft palate.



Condylar point (Pc) Intersection point, on sagittal plane, of the posterior contour of the ramus of the mandible with basilar occipital pyramid. Subspinal point (A) The most re-entrant point, on the sagittal plane, of the anterior contour of the superior maxillary nasal spine and alveolar process.
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Pogonion (Pg) The most anterior point of the mandibular synphisys, on the Sagittal plane. Supramental point (B) The most re-entrant point, on the Sagittal plane, of the anterior contour of the inferior maxillary between alveolar process and bony pogonion. Menton (Me) The lowest point of the image of the mandibular symphysis, on the Sagittal plane.



Geomertic centre of the mandibular synphysis (D) The intersection point, on the Sagittal plane, of the maximum horizontal diameter with the maximum vertical diameter of the mandibular symphysis.



Anterior occlusal point, premolar (Coa2) 68
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Midpoint, on the Sagittal plane on the vertical direction, between the top of the cuspides of the first premolars; in the antero-posterior direction, between the most distal border and the most mesial border of the same first premolars. Upper apical incisor point (ApIs) Apical extreme of the central upper incisor, on the Sagittal plane. Lower apical incisor point (ApIi) Apical extreme of the central lower incisor, on the Sagittal plane Upper incisal incisor point (InIs) The intersection point, on the Sagittal plane, of the straight line passing through the incisal canal of the central upper incisor with the exterior contour of the crown.
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Lower incisal incisor point (InIi) The intersection point, on the sagittal plane, of the straight line passing through the incisal canal of the central lower incisor with the exterior contour of the crow. Upper incisor vestibule-coronal point (VeIs) The most anterior projecting point, on the Sagittal plane, of the vestibule-coronal surface of the central upper incisor (the point determined by the tangency of the frontal plane to the vestibule-coronal surface of the central incisor). Lower incisor vestibule-coronal point (VeIi) The most anterior projecting point, on the Sagittal plane, of the vestibule-coronal surface of the central lower incisor (the point determined by the tangency of the frontal plane to the vestibule-coronal surface of the central incisor). Posterior occlusal point (Oclp) Midpoint, on the Sagittal plane, in vertical direction, between the top of the cuspides of the first molars; in direction antero-posterior, between the most distal border and most medial border of the first molars.



Interadicular molar point (Ir) 70
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It corresponds to the bifurcation of the vestibular roots of +6+, on the Sagittal plane Gonion (Go) The intersection point of the postero-inferior border of the mandible with the bisector of the angle formed by the two following straight lines: - the first one from the point Pc to the most backward projecting point of the posterior contour of the ramus of the mandible; - the second one from the point Me to the lowest point of the inferior contour of the mandible. Anterior incisor occlusal point (Coa1) Midpoint, on the sagittal plane in vertical and antero-posterior direction, between incisal point of superior incisor and the incisal point of inferior incisor.
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Gnation (Gn) Intersection point, on the Sagittal plane, of the antero-inferior border of the mandible with the bisector of the angle formed by the two following lines: - the first one from point N to point Pg; - the second one from point Me to the lowest point of the postero-inferior contour of the mandible. Medial cuspidal point of +6+ (Cvm) The most declivous point, on the Sagittal plane, of the mesio-vestibular cuspide +6+ Superior labial point (Ls) The most forward projecting point, on the Sagittal plane, of the upper lip Inferior labial point (Li) The most forward projecting point, on the Sagittal plane, of the lower lip.
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Soft pogonion (Pgc) The most forward projecting point, on the Sagittal plane, of the mental region. Pterygoideus point (Pt) Intersection point, on the Sagittal plane, of the inferior border of round foramen with the posterior border of pterygo-maxillary fessure.



Orbital point (Or) Point placed in the boomerang cavity, exactly in the intersection of external orbital border with the floor of ocular orbyte, on the Sagittal plane Porion (Po) The highest point, on the Sagittal plane, of the superior border of the external bone hear pipeline.
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Point of nose (En) The most anterior projecting point, on the Sagittal plane, of nasal extremity.



Paramedian point (Pm) Point placed on the anterior border of the mandibular symphysis at the midpoint between point B and point Pg, on the Sagittal plane.



Condylar center (Dc) Midpoint of borders of condyle passing thru Basion point and Nasion point.
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Upper point at the nasal pyramid level (L , derived) Midpoint on the Sagittal plane, of line segment passing thru the undersettum foot, perpendicular to the streight line passing for Nasion-Nasal Bones Apex. Mandibular center (Xi, derived) Building point showing the geometric center of the mandible ramus Cuspidal distal point of +6+ (Cdm) The most declivous point, on the Sagittal plane, of the distal cuspide +6+.
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Cf Point (Cf) Point obtained by the intersection of the Frankfurt Plane with the vertical Pteryg plane (Ptv). Medium coronal molar point (Cm) Midpoint, on the Sagittal plane, in the antero-posterior direction, between the top of cuspides of the first superior molar.
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T1 point The most posterior projecting point branch mouthing of the mandible.



T2 point The most lower point border posterior inferior of the mandible.



R1 point The most deeper point of curve anterior border of mandibular ramus.



R3 point The most inferior and central point incisure sigma.



R2 point (derived) Point on the posterior border of mandibular ramus.



R4 point (derived) Point on the posterior border of the mandible.
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